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Positional Cloning of the Human
Quantitative Trait Locus

Underlying Taste Sensitivity to
Phenylthiocarbamide

Un-kyung Kim,1 Eric Jorgenson,2 Hilary Coon,3,4 Mark Leppert,3

Neil Risch,2,5 Dennis Drayna1*

The ability to taste the substance phenylthiocarbamide (PTC) has been widely
used for genetic and anthropological studies, but genetic studies have produced
conflicting results and demonstrated complex inheritance for this trait.We have
identified a small region on chromosome 7q that shows strong linkage dis-
equilibrium between single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers and PTC
taste sensitivity in unrelated subjects. This region contains a single gene that
encodes a member of the TAS2R bitter taste receptor family. We identified
three coding SNPs giving rise to five haplotypes in this gene worldwide. These
haplotypes completely explain the bimodal distribution of PTC taste sensitivity,
thus accounting for the inheritance of the classically defined taste insensitivity
and for 55 to 85% of the variance in PTC sensitivity. Distinct phenotypes were
associated with specific haplotypes, which demonstrates that this gene has a
direct influence on PTC taste sensitivity and that sequence variants at different
sites interact with each other within the encoded gene product.

The inability to taste PTC (1, 2) was long
believed to be a simple Mendelian recessive
trait (3–8). Over time, however, many reports
emerged that contradicted this model (9–11).
Linkage studies have been equally conflict-
ing. Initial studies provided strong support
for linkage to the KEL blood group antigen
(later determined to reside on chromosome
7q3) (12, 13), but other studies failed to
provide significant support for this linkage
(14). The only genome-wide linkage survey
was performed with the related compound
propyl thiouracil. This study produced evi-
dence for linkage to loci on chromosome 5p
and a suggestion of linkage to markers on

chromosome 7q31, at a distance of �35 cM
from KEL (15).

We performed a genome-wide linkage
analysis with the Utah Centre d’Etude du
Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) families
(16–18), using a blind sorting test to measure
each individual’s PTC sensitivity thresholds
(18–20). We demonstrated strong support for
a major locus on chromosome 7q, close to
KEL (21, 22), with a critical region spanning
about 4 Mb in the region of D7S661, with a
maximum lod score (logarithm of odds ratio
for linkage) of 8.85 (22).

Bioinformatic analyses (18) indicated that
the �4-Mb region on chromosome 7q (Fig.

1A) contains more than 150 genes, including
the one that encodes the KEL blood group
antigen, which confirms previous linkage
studies (12, 13). In addition, this region con-
tains a number of TAS2R bitter taste receptor
genes (23) and odorant receptor–like (OR-
like) genes (24). We evaluated all TAS2Rs
(nine genes) and OR-like genes (seven genes)
(table S1) as candidates by sequencing the
entire single coding exon, the 3� untranslated
region, and 300 base pairs (bp) upstream in
individuals within families showing linkage
to chromosome 7q; we observed numerous
sequence variants (25, 26). One of these vari-
ants demonstrated strong association with
taste phenotype across different CEPH fami-
lies (�2 analysis, P � 10�10), suggesting that
it may be the functional change or close to the
functional change(s). To more fully under-
stand linkage and linkage disequilibrium
(LD) relationships in this region, we per-
formed further analysis by means of 50
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
(table S2) at an average spacing of 50 kb
across this interval. These SNPs revealed
crossover breakpoints in the Utah CEPH
families that reduced the minimal region to
2.6 Mb (fig. S1).

With these 50 SNPs, we observed strong
LD between taster status and markers in only
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one portion of this 2.6-Mb interval (Fig. 1B).
This was observed initially in the chromo-
some 7–linked families (12 families contain-
ing 107 individuals) and subsequently in un-
related nontasters from both the CEPH sam-
ple (an additional 8 individuals) and in a

second replication population [the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) sample, 15 non-
taster and 14 taster Caucasians, 7 nontaster
and 9 taster East Asians]. We observed sig-
nificant LD across a 150-kb region, extend-
ing from about 139,835,000 to 139,981,000

bp on the chromosome 7 genomic sequence
(27). In the NIH sample of 45 individuals, �2

analysis (equivalent to r2) and delta statistics
showed clear peak values for each measure
within the bacterial artificial chromosome
(BAC) RP11-707F14 (AC073647.9) (P �

Fig. 1. Genetic localization of the PTC gene. (A)
Genetic mapping of the PTC locus. Linkage
analysis using existing CEPH genotypes gave a
gene interval bounded by D7S684 on the cen-
tromeric side and D7S661 on the telomeric
side (�4 Mb). Additional SNP genotyping in
the Utah families reduced the interval on the
centromeric side to marker D7S1518/2202.
The known genes and their respective positions
in this interval are indicated. Physical distance
is colinear with the scale in (B). (B) Evaluation
of SNP LD was performed with �2 tests using
Yates correction for continuity, with 45 unre-
lated individuals from the NIH sample (x axis,
physical distance on the chromosome 7q
genomic DNA sequence; y axis, P values of �2

comparison of allele frequencies in tasters with
those in nontasters). Each gradation marks 500
kb. (C) Comparison of shared haplotypes in the
37 nontaster individuals in the combined Utah/
NIH sample. Individuals are listed in order of
PTC sensitivity, with those showing poorest
PTC sensitivity at the top and proceeding to
more sensitive individuals at the bottom. Col-
ored bars mark the extent of the conserved
nontaster haplotype in each individual. Name
and physical location of each SNP are shown at
top, and physical distance in kb is shown at
bottom. Individuals 28 and 36 are random in-
dividuals with no demonstrated linkage to
chromosome 7.
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10�10) (Fig. 1B; figs. S2 and S3) at identical
locations in the Caucasian and East Asian
subgroups as well as for the Mantel-Haenszel
combined �2 (table S3). In a group of 37
unrelated nontaster individuals (12 Utah in-
dividuals and 25 individuals from the NIH
sample who collectively had the poorest PTC
sensitivities) (18), the physical distance over
which these individuals carried unambiguous
haplotypes sharing the same SNP alleles ex-
tended an average of 61 kb, with the minimal
shared region extending from 42,445 to
72,141 bp in this BAC, a distance of 29,696
bp (Fig. 1C). Bioinformatic and gene predic-
tion analyses (18) revealed that the only gene
in this 29.7-kb interval was the TAS2R bitter
receptor gene in which we originally identi-
fied strong LD.

This gene, which we have designated
PTC, consists of 1002 bp in a single exon,
encoding a seven–transmembrane domain,
heterotrimeric guanine nucleotide–binding
protein (G protein)–coupled receptor that
shows 30% amino acid identity with human
TAS2R7, the most closely related member of
this family. Within this gene, we identified
three common SNPs, all of which result in
amino acid changes in the protein (Table 1).
The Ala493 Pro (A49P) variant demonstrat-
ed a strong association overall with taster
status in the Utah sample and an even stron-
ger association in the NIH replication sample
(Table 2). The association of taster status
with the Val262 allele was similarly strong in
both the Utah and NIH samples (Table 2). To
better understand the effect of these SNPs, we
investigated the haplotypes in this gene (18).

Haplotype analysis in the Utah and NIH
samples revealed two predominant haplo-
types at the three SNPs in this gene. Named
in the order of the three SNPs [A49P, V262A
(Val262 3 Ala), and I296V (Ile296 3 Val)],
the nontaster haplotype AVI and taster hap-
lotype PAV accounted for 47% and 49% of
all haplotypes, respectively, in the European
sample and for 30% and 70%, respectively, in
the East Asian sample. Europeans also pos-
sessed the presumed recombinant taster hap-
lotype AAV at a frequency of 3%. The hap-
lotype association with taster status was more
definitive than for individual SNPs; the stron-
gest association with nontaster status is for
the AVI homozygote, followed by the com-
pound heterozygote AVI/AAV (Table 3).

Because of the broad and continuous
distribution of PTC sensitivity in the pop-
ulation, we went on to analyze PTC scores
as a quantitative trait (18). There was a
consistent and significant difference in
PTC scores between diplotypes in both the
Utah and the NIH samples, consistent
across racial groups (table S4). PAV ho-
mozygotes had the highest mean PTC
scores (Utah, 10.69; NIH, 10.00), and PAV
heterozygotes had slightly but significantly
lower mean PTC scores (Utah, 9.65; NIH,
8.81) than the PAV homozygotes (Utah
sample, �2 � 8.41, P � 0.0037; NIH rep-
lication sample, t � 3.29, P � 0.0017).
AVI homozygotes had the lowest mean
PTC scores (Utah, 4.31; NIH, 1.86). Thus,
the taster PAV form of the gene displays a
heterozygote effect, with two copies con-
ferring greater PTC sensitivity than a single
copy. The difference in mean PTC score
between the rare AAV/AVI heterozygotes
and the AVI homozygotes was significant
in the NIH sample (t � 5.44, P � 5.41 �
10�5) and tended toward significance in the
Utah family sample (�2 � 2.39, P �
0.122). PAV/AAV heterozygotes were not
significantly different from PAV/AVI het-
erozygotes (�2 � 0.58, P � 0.45).

Differences in PTC score by diplotype
(that is, genotypes at multiple variable sites
with consideration of haplotype) in the Utah
families were also highly significant in a
multivariate analysis (�2 � 148.95, P �
10�33) (18). Sex and the haplotype effect

explain 59.7% of the total variance in PTC
scores. Analysis of variance of the NIH sam-
ple confirmed these results (F � 152.73, P �
10�32), with 84.8% of the variance explained
by the haplotype effect. The differences were
also significant in both the Caucasian sub-
group of the replication sample (F � 78.60,
P � 10�18) and the East Asian subgroup
(F � 139.02, P � 10�11).

The bimodal distribution of PTC scores is a
combination of the underlying distributions of
the PTC diplotypes (Fig. 2). The appearance of
bimodality is driven by the distribution of the
common AVI homozygote, PAV/AVI hetero-
zygote, and PAV homozygote diplotypes. The
mode of inheritance of PTC taste sensitivity has
been a subject of controversy (2, 10, 11). To
determine whether there was evidence for ad-
ditional genetic contributions to PTC score, we
examined the heritability in subsets of the Utah
sample. In the subgroups that were large
enough to give accurate estimates, heritability
was 0.26 � 0.19 (83 subjects in 20 fami-
lies) in the PAV/AVI subgroup and 0.50 �
0.33 in the AVI/AVI subgroup (46 subjects
in 17 families). The increase in heritability
in the loss-of-function diplotype group
(AVI/AVI) indicates that there may be oth-
er genetic factors that interact with PTC
and that can restore some measure of taste
sensitivity in this group. For Caucasians
and East Asians, our results are largely
consistent with a model of a major reces-
sive quantitative trait locus modified by
either a polygenic (10) or a single locus
(11) residual background effect.

Because of the high frequency of the
PAV and AVI haplotypes in the population,
we sought to determine which haplotype
represents the original form of the PTC
gene. We sequenced this gene in six pri-
mate species: humans and one individual
each from chimpanzee, lowland gorilla, or-
angutan, crab-eating macaque (an Old
World monkey), and black-handed spider
monkey (a New World monkey), represent-
ing more than 25 million years of evolu-
tionary divergence. All the nonhuman pri-
mates were homozygous for the PAV form,
which indicates that the AVI form arose in

Table 1. Polymorphisms within the PTC gene.

Position

Base
pair

Amino
acid

Allele Frequency
Amino
acid

encoded

145 49 C 0.36 Pro
G 0.64 Ala

785 262 C 0.38 Ala
T 0.62 Val

886 296 G 0.38 Val
A 0.62 Ile

Table 2. Effect of homozygosity for SNPs on phenotype. The third SNP, I296V, was in complete LD with
V262A (and thus gave identical results to V262A) except in one African-American subject.

Homozygous
SNP

Sample
No. of subjects (total no.)

�2 P value
Nontasters Tasters

Ala49 Utah 48 (51) 21 (129) 27.23 1.81� 10�7

NIH 22 (23) 3 (61) 72.74 1.61� 10�16

Val262 Utah 38 (51) 14 (129) 23.40 1.10� 10�6

NIH 21 (23) 0 (61) 74.44 6.83� 10�17

Table 3. Haplotype association with taste pheno-
types.

Haplotypes Sample
No. of subjects

Nontasters Tasters

AVI/AVI Utah 38 14
NIH 21 0

AVI/AAV Utah 10 7
NIH 1 3

*/PAV Utah 3 108
NIH 1 58

*Any haplotype found in the sample. No AAV homozy-
gotes were observed in either sample.
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humans after they diverged from the near-
est common primate ancestors.

Five different haplotypes were observed
worldwide (table S5). In Europeans and
Asians, the taster haplotype PAV and the
nontaster haplotype AVI make up the vast
majority of haplotypes present. Two addi-
tional haplotypes, PVI and AAI, were ob-
served only in individuals of sub-Saharan
African ancestry, which is consistent with
other reports of increased gene haplotype di-
versity in this population (28). The common
nontaster AVI haplotype was observed in all

populations except Southwest Native Ameri-
cans, who were exclusively homozygous for
the PAV haplotype, consistent with the re-
ported low frequency of nontasters in this
population (2). Thus, overall, the worldwide
distribution of these haplotypes is consistent
with the large anthropologic literature on the
distribution of this phenotype (29, 30).

The amino acid substitutions in the PTC
protein may affect the function of this protein in
several ways. Position 49 resides in the predict-
ed first intracellular loop, and this SNP repre-
sents a major amino acid alteration—from pro-

line in tasters to alanine in nontasters. The SNPs
at position 262, in the predicted sixth trans-
membrane domain, and position 296, in the
predicted seventh transmembrane domain,
specify relatively conserved amino acid chang-
es—alanine to valine and valine to isoleucine,
respectively. On the basis of phenotype data
(table S4), we hypothesize that the substitutions
at positions 49 and 262 significantly alter the
biochemical function of this protein, whereas
the substitution at position 296 modifies the
function more subtly. These alterations could
affect coupling to its cognate G proteins on the
intracellular side of the plasma membrane, as
has been observed for other variants in the first
intracellular loop (31, 32) or in other portions of
these proteins (33). Given that PTC and other
compounds that contain the N–C�S moiety are
both bitter and toxic in large doses, it will be of
interest to determine how the nontaster allele
rose to such high frequency, especially in the
European population.

Substantial variation in taste sensitivity
exists in humans (34), and, given the great
degree of sequence diversity and variation in
bitter taste receptor genes (35), we hypothe-
size that much of this phenotypic variation is
genetic in origin. Understanding the nature of
this variation, especially variation in bitter
taste, and its relationship to diet and other
behaviors such as smoking may have impor-
tant implications for human health (36, 37).
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Impact of Genetic Manipulation
on the Fitness of Anopheles
stephensi Mosquitoes

Flaminia Catteruccia,1 H. Charles J. Godfray,1,2

Andrea Crisanti1,3*

Genetic modification of mosquitoes offers exciting possibilities for controlling
malaria, but success will depend on how transformation affects the fitness of
modified insects. The expression of an exogenous gene, the mutations caused
by its insertion, and inbreeding while transformed lines are established can all
lead to reductions in fitness. Factors influencing fitness were investigated in
cage experiments with four lines of transgenic Anopheles stephensi, a vector
species of human malaria. The results indicate direct costs of the introduced
transgene in at least three out of the four lines, as well as an apparent cost of
the inbreeding involved in making transgenic homozygotes.

The idea that malaria might be controlled
by introducing genes into mosquito popu-
lations to hinder or block parasite transmis-
sion and hence to make them refractory was
proposed more than three decades ago (1),
but it is only in the past 2 years that it has
become a possibility. Robust gene transfer
technologies involving transposon-mediat-
ed transformation have been developed for
Anopheles stephensi and Anopheles gam-
biae, the major malaria vectors in India and
Africa, respectively (2, 3), and mosquitoes
have been engineered to express a gene that
significantly reduces vector competence in
an experimental malaria model (4 ). Several
other control strategies have been suggest-
ed, all requiring the release of genetically
modified individuals into the environment
(5, 6 ). However, before the chances of
success of these control measures can be
judged and any such release can be contem-
plated by regulatory authorities, it will be
essential to understand the relative fitness

and population ecology of genetically mod-
ified mosquitoes (7 ).

To begin to address this issue, we have
studied the fate of introduced genes in popu-
lations of caged mosquitoes by using mix-
tures of transformed and wild-type mosqui-
toes. We worked with a series of A. stephensi
transgenic lines containing either the en-
hanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) or
the red fluorescent protein (from the coral
Discosoma, DsRed) as a phenotypic marker
(8, 9). The genes had been inserted into the
mosquito chromosomes without a drive
mechanism (e.g., an active transposon). Our
null hypothesis is that the frequency of the
introduced gene should be subject only to
genetic drift, whereas any fitness costs of the
gene or the process of transformation will
lead to a reduction in frequency.

Four transformed mosquito lines (named
IV, VD12, AsML12, and MinRED1) (2, 10)
were used in this study. These lines do not
carry “malaria-refractory” genes and there-
fore are not potential control targets. Never-
theless, they represent a predictive model for
evaluating the fitness costs of transgenic
technologies, as they were developed by us-
ing minos-based transposons carrying differ-
ent combinations of genes and promoters in
addition to EGFP or DsRed (table S1). Trans-
genic homozygous lines were propagated for

more than 30 generations without detectable
loss of the fluorescent marker or evidence of
transposon mobilization (11). During this pe-
riod, the transgenic lines did not show major
differences in longevity, feeding rate, larval
development time, or egg laying rate in com-
parison with wild-type mosquitoes.

We established a series of mosquito pop-
ulations from equal numbers (100 first instar
larvae) of wild-type mosquitoes from a long-
established laboratory culture and homozy-
gous individuals from the transgenic lines.
For each generation, 200 larvae were chosen
randomly out of a population of between
1000 and 2000 individuals, assayed for
whether they were homozygous, heterozy-
gous, or wild type for the EGFP or DsRed
phenotype, and then allowed to emerge and
mate. Four days later they were fed on mouse
blood and, after a further 48 hours, allowed to
oviposit to produce the next generation of
mosquitoes. Visual examination under ultra-
violet light allowed us unambiguously to dis-
tinguish wild-type larvae from those het-
erozygous or homozygous for fluorescent
transgenes according to the intensity of the
green or red fluorescence (Fig. 1) (11). Two
experiments were run for lines IV and
AsML12, and single experiments for VD12

and MinRED1.
In all populations of mosquitoes, the

frequency of the transgenic allele in the
population decreased sharply over a few
generations (Fig. 2, A to D). Under the null
hypothesis of no effects of the transgene or
transformation on mosquito fitness, we
would expect a Hardy-Weinberg equilibri-
um to be established after one generation,
with 50% heterozygotes and equal numbers
of homozygotes (12). In all cases, trans-
gene frequencies were lower than expected
in the first generation and tended to decline
over time; they became extinct within 4 to
16 generations.

Lines IV and VD12 involved the same
transposon construct, which was inserted at
different sites (table S1). Analysis of the in-
tegration site in line IV showed that the trans-
poson had disrupted a coding sequence (2)
with similarities to the Drosophila melano-
gaster chaoptin precursor gene (13). This
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